Functional redundancies, generated by gene duplications, are highly widespread throughout all known genomes. One consequence of these redundancies is a tremendous increase to the robustness of organisms to mutations and other stresses. Yet, this very robustness also renders redundancy evolutionarily unstable, and it is, thus, predicted to have only a transient lifetime. In contrast, numerous reports describe instances of functional overlaps that have been conserved throughout extended evolutionary periods. More interestingly, many such backed-up genes were shown to be transcriptionally responsive to the intactness of their redundant partner and are up-regulated if the latter is mutationally inactivated. By manual inspection of the literature, we have compiled a list of such ''responsive backup circuits'' in a diverse list of species. Reviewing these responsive backup circuits, we extract recurring principles characterizing their regulation. We then apply modeling approaches to explore further their dynamic properties. Our results demonstrate that responsive backup circuits may function as ideal devices for filtering nongenetic noise from transcriptional pathways and obtaining regulatory precision. We thus challenge the view that such redundancies are simply leftovers of ancient duplications and suggest they are an additional component to the sophisticated machinery of cellular regulation. In this respect, we suggest that compensation for gene loss is merely a side effect of sophisticated design principles using functional redundancy.
D
uplicate genes and paralogous gene families long have been perceived as genomic sources of genetics robustness (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . The assumption is that a functional overlap of these genes acts to compensate against mutations. Yet, this very fact also renders redundancy evolutionarily instable (5, 6) , and functional overlaps, typically, are rapidly lost because of divergence (7) .
Nevertheless, numerous examples of paralogs retaining their functional overlap for extended evolutionary periods (for examples, see refs. 6 and 8-12) suggest that, at least for a fraction of gene pairs, redundancies are conserved throughout evolution despite their predicted instability. One such example is the pair of O-acyl-transferases isozymes, redundantly catalyzing the conjugation of sterols to fatty acids, for which functional overlap has been conserved all of the way from yeast (Are1 and Are2) to mammals (ACAT1 and ACAT2) (13) . In fact, although retention of redundancy is much less frequent than its loss, its widespread existence is nontrivial and cannot (6) be dismissed as leftovers of recent duplication events. In one study, modeling of evolutionary dynamics suggested that this conservation may be the result of asymmetries in the functional efficiencies or mutation rates between the redundant pair members (6) . Alternatively, redundancies were suggested to be selected for their contribution to robustness and evolvability (3, 14) . In this work, we wish to adapt the view that, at least in some pathways, redundancies are selected for based on some evolutionary advantage that they confer to the wild-type organism. In particular, we suggest the existence of regulatory designs that exploit redundancy to achieve functionalities such as control of noise in gene expression or extreme flexibility in gene regulation. In this respect, we suggest that compensation for gene loss is merely a side effect of sophisticated design principles using functional redundancy.
Clues for regulatory designs controlling redundancy were obtained first in a recent study (15) that explored the dispensability of gene duplicates with various degrees of coregulation. The underlying assumption of this study was that in order for one duplicate copy to compensate against the loss of its partner, both duplicates must not only perform the same function, but do so at the same place and time. In other words, coregulation of duplicates was perceived as a prerequisite for functional compensation (4, 15) . In reality, however, similarly expressed paralogs were found to almost never back each other up, as evident from their high essentiality. In fact, tightly coregulated gene duplicates were found more essential for viability than singleton genes. Functional redundancy and compensation were found to be most prevalent among gene duplicates that are regulated differently from one another (15) . Further insight was provided by the observation that some differentially regulated duplicates maintain the ability to become coregulated under certain environmental conditions. Such conditional coregulation or partial coregulation of these genes within the transcriptional network was shown to be very strongly negatively correlated with the severity of the knockout phenotypes of these genes. Thus, the paradigm that has emerged is that genes that are functionally redundant are not often independently controlled but rather they are regulated by a system that both monitors and responds to their intactness. In this study, we will survey examples of such responsive backup circuits (RBCs) and draw a general outline for their function, design, and evolution.
Analysis of Literature
RBCs. Two lines of evidence could indicate a function's direct benefit from existing redundancy: first is the evolutionary conservation of the functional overlap, and second is a nontrivial regulatory design that utilizes it. Many well known examples meet both these criteria, one of which is that of the 1,3-␤-glucane synthase catalytic subunit in yeast that is encoded by the two alternative, functionally redundant and synthetically lethal genes Fks1 and Fks2 (16) . The evolutionarily selectable advantage of this redundancy can be inferred from the fact that both isozymes are found as duplicates in all 12 sequenced yeast species except for the Yarrowia lipolytica (17) . Furthermore, in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, these two genes obey a particular regulation whereby Fks2 transcriptionally responds to the intactness of Fks1 and is up-regulated upon Fks1 mutational inactivation (18) . Numerous other examples describing such RBCs exist and cover a wide variety of organisms ranging from bacteria to mammals (see Table 1 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site, for more examples). In fact, the observed prevalence of this particular regulatory design for control of genetic redundancy raises questions as to the specific selectable functions that it performs. In what follows, we will highlight common denominators of known RBCs and use these to suggest principles that govern the utilization of redundancy and its evolution.
Conditional Coregulation and the Maintenance of Metabolic Fluxes.
A key requirement of the metabolic regulation is the maintenance of metabolite fluxes, despite the sometimes extreme changes in the external conditions and nutrient availability. On evolutionary time scales, adaptation to extreme environmental changes is sometimes achieved by preservation of gene duplicates (19) , as illustrated by the numerous observations of adaptive gene amplifications in response to antibiotics, anticancer drug treatments, nutrient limitations, and more (see ref. 19 for examples and references). Also, it was suggested from a genomewide analysis that enzymes corresponding to reactions with higher metabolic fluxes are more likely to have duplicate partners (20) . For a single cell, the ability to quickly and efficiently respond to fluctuating environments is crucial and offers an obvious evolutionary advantage. One avenue through which functional redundancy is used to facilitate this ability is by exploiting the differential efficiencies generated by divergence. For example, in yeast, the Hxt gene family encodes a redundant set of membrane hexose transporters with varying affinities toward glucose and, consequently, different transport efficiencies (21) . This variation together with glucose-tuned regulation enables the control of glucose flux through the expression of high-affinity transporters when glucose is limited and of low-affinity transporters when glucose is abundant (21) , thus allowing the cell to adapt to different external glucose availability. Other examples that fall under this principle include the transport of iron, copper, manganese, zinc, and other metals in yeast (22) . Interestingly, some of these transport systems are further regulated by RBCs (23, 24) , which, as we will show later, may serve the beneficial role of providing robustness of the flux control to internal noise arising from genetic variation.
Within the metabolic network, fluxes are governed and regulated by the concentration of active enzymes catalyzing the different reactions. Although the detailed contribution of functional redundancy to this regulation is not fully established, such a contribution is highly expected given the large amount of isozymes and other redundancies that exist within these networks (Fig. 4 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Fig. 4 shows that individual isozymes are less essential and produce less deleterious effects upon deletion than enzymes existing in single copy. An interesting twist to this account comes from the fact that isozymes, although redundant and consequently dispensable, obey different regulatory programs and are transcribed at different times in response to environmental pressures (15, 25) . A recent finding supplying the compromise between these two seemingly opposing observations shows that many differentially regulated genes can be induced for coexpression given that particular environmental stress stimuli were applied (15) . More so, gene pairs that maintain this capacity for conditional coexpression were shown to be the most likely candidates for compensating against deletion mutations (15) . This conditional coregulation [referred to as PCoR (partial coregulation) in ref. 15 )] may provide essential clues for the function of these redundancies in the regulation of metabolic fluxes. The model that emerges is that although many isozymes are specialized for different environmental regimes, alarm signals induced by particular stress stimuli may call for their synergistic coexpression. Here, RBCs provide functional specialization together with extreme flexibility in gene control that could be activated when sufficient stress has been applied. For example, in yeast, glucose serves as a regulatory input for alternating between aerobic and anaerobic growth. Its presence is detected by two separate and independent signaling pathways, one probing intracellular glucose concentrations and the other probing extracellular concentrations (23) . This differential sensing enables some genes to be separately regulated by either intracellular or extracellular glucose. One consequence of this differential sensing shows effect in the responsive backup circuit composed of Hxt1 and Htx2. Here, feedback is made possible by having Hxt2 controlled by two opposing signals. One is its induction by extracellular glucose and the second is its repression by intracellular glucose ( Fig. 1A ; ref. 23) . The consequence of this distinction is that although high glucose concentrations result in repression of Hxt2 expression, its induction could be triggered either by low environmental sugar, or alternatively, by mutations in genes responsible for glucose influx (23) . Other similar examples include the isocitrate dehydrogenases idp2 and Idh, where the glucose repression of idp2 is reversed in the ⌬ihd mutant (26), and for the pair Acs1 and Acs2, where Acs2's expression is induced in the ⌬Acs1 mutant (27) . In all these cases, the common denominator is that one of the two duplicates is under repression in wild type and that that repression is relieved upon its partner's mutation.
Redundancies of Developmental Regulators. The extent to which genomic functional redundancies have influenced the way we think about biology can be appreciated simply by inspecting the vast number of times the word ''redundancy'' is specifically referred to in the biomedical literature (Fig. 5 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Particularly interesting is the abundance with which it is addressed in studies of developmental biology (Fig. 5 ). In fact, it is here that concepts such as ''genetic buffering'' and ''canalization'' (28) first had been suggested. Furthermore, the robustness of the developmental phenotypes such as body morphologies and patterning have been repeatedly demonstrated (14) . So the question is, are these redundancies simply leftovers of ancient duplications, or are they an additional component to the sophisticated machinery of cellular regulation? For one duplicate gene to sense and respond to its partners' intactness, feedback mechanisms must be at play. In this diagram, duplicates are represented as ovals that lie embedded within a reaction pathway illustrated by the consecutive arrows. Lines A, B and C represent the three feedback possibilities, namely, simple negative regulation (A), substrate induction (B), and endproduct regulation (C).
In criticism, one may argue that many of the reported redundancies do not actually represent functionally equivalent genes but rather reflect only partial functional overlap. In fact, knockout phenotypes have been described for a number of developmental genes that have redundant partners (29) (30) (31) . For these reasons, it has been suggested to define redundancy as a measure of correlated, rather than degenerate, gene functions (32) . Although these facts may suggest that redundancies have not evolved for the sake of buffering mutations, it has, in our opinion, little relevance to the question of whether they serve a functional role. The interesting question is, then, can such a functional role for the duplicated state be inferred from the way the two genes are regulated?
For most cases of developmental redundancies, redundant partners are either temporally or spatially distinct in their expression patterns (Table 1) ; however, some level of expression overlap is usually observed. Cross-regulation of redundancies has been tested for in only a relatively small number of cases, yet from those, a few persuasive recurring themes do emerge. One of the better known cases of cross-regulated developmental regulators is that of the four master regulators of vertebrate skeletal muscle development: MyoD, Myf-5, myogenin, and MRF4, collectively known as the MRF gene family (33) . These four basic helix-loop-helix transcription factors specify and execute the process through which naïve mesoderm cells differentiate to form distinct skeletal muscles (for review, see ref. 34) and are activated sequentially during myogenesis. The myogenic pathway consists of two separate phases. In the first phase, MyoD and Myf-5 specify the myogenic progenitors in the somites into myoblasts, which are cells that are committed to become muscle fibers. In the second phase, myoblasts develop into myofibers, a process initiated by myogenin and MRF4 (35) .
Sequence similarity between the myogenic transcription factors suggests that they have evolved through multiple gene duplication events early in the evolution of vertebrates, approximately with the appearance of fish (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) . Interestingly, despite their long evolutionary separation, these regulators largely have conserved their functional redundancy. In fact, experiments on mice where MyoD was completely inactivated resulted in viable and fertile mice that exhibited phenotypically normal skeletal muscles (41) . In strong contrast, mice lacking both MyoD and Myf-5 lack skeletal muscle altogether and die soon after birth (42) .
From the perspective of this review, myogenesis is a particularly interesting process because it harbors two responsive backup circuits. The first is manifested by the up-regulation of Myf-5 in response to mutations in MyoD (41). The second is described by the induction of myogenin in response to mutations in MRF4 (35) . An additional interesting feature of the MRF RBCs is that the up-regulatory response induced by a heterozygote mutation is approximately half that of the homozygote one, we term this behavior ''dosage-dependent linear response.'' In particular, for MyoD and Myf-5, mutations in one of the two MyoD alleles results in an 1.8-fold up-regulatory response of Myf-5, whereas disruption of both alleles results in a 3.5-fold response (41) . This type of linearity may hold clues as to the both function and regulation of these genetic circuits. One attractive possibility that may be suggested by this linearity is that the process carried out by these redundant regulators benefits from constancy of the sum of their protein concentrations. 
-null phenotype to a substantial degree (43) .
In line with what seems to be the general case for numerous examples of developmental redundancies (see Table 1; see also  Table 2 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site), Pax1 and Pax9 have partially overlapping expression domains during early development, particularly in the sclerotomes (43) . However, this overlap decreases in the later stages of development. The responsive circuitry of these regulators was established by using the lacZ͞gal system to show an up-regulation and spatial expansion of Pax9 expression in the sclerotomes of the Pax1 mutant (43) . Thus, Pax9 expression in the Pax1 mutants was observed in cells that in wild type exhibit only Pax1 expression. Dosage dependency was observed by comparing phenotypes of combinations of wild-type, heterozygous, and homozygous mutants of Pax1 and Pax9 (43) . It is worth noting that functional redundancy also was suggested for other members of the Pax gene family, in particular for the two pairs Pax2͞Pax5 (11) and Pax3͞Pax7 (12) . All nine family members of the Pax transcription factors carry roles in the genetic control of mammalian organogenesis (for review, see ref. 44) .
Other examples of responsive circuits of redundant developmental regulators include as follows: the closely related homeobox gene pair Gsh1 and Gsh2, for which mutational inactivation of Gsh1 resulted in a pronounced expansion of Gsh2 expression in the cerebral cortex and olfactory bulb of mice with an apparently normal phenotype (45); the vertebrate Distal-lessrelated regulators dlx3 and dlx7, where morpholino-induced inactivation of dlx3 resulted in a strong induction of dlx7 mRNA expression in zebrafish embryos (46) ; the two functionally overlapping E3 ligases, Smurf-1 and Smurf-2 (47) for which knockouts of Smurf-1 were shown to result in an up-regulatory response of Smurf-2 (48-50); the midkine and pleiotrophin cytokines for which functional redundancy was observed and a strong up-regulatory response of pleiotrophin was shown to result from a double knockout of the midkine gene (51); and other examples listed in Tables 1 and 2 .
The abundance of redundancies occurring in genes related to developmental processes, and their functional role as master regulators (Fig. 5 ) may be taken to suggest their utilization in either the flexibility or robustness of regulatory control. In fact, redundancies among high-level regulators often have been reported outside the context of developmental pathways ( Fig. 5 and Table 1 ). Although for most examples the regulation that they confer on one another was not assessed, some have been specifically identified as displaying negative cross-regulatory inhibitions (see Table 1 ). One such example existing in Escherichia coli is that of the pair stpA͞HN-S, which regulate genomescale transcriptional response to DNA damage (52) . This pair of regulators displays an additional complexity, where its regulation is induced by pairwise associations to either form homodimers composed of either of the pair members or heterodimers containing both (52) . Nevertheless, mutational inactivation of HN-S induced an up-regulatory response of its partner, stpA, with only a marginal effect on phenotype (53) . A more recent example indicates that the multidrug resistance phenomenon in S. cerevisiae is also regulated by an RBC encoding for the upregulation of the transcription factor YRR1 in response to the deletion of its partner, YRM1 (54) .
Results
Recurring Regulatory Patterns. Two architectures of crossregulated redundancies may exist. According to the first, inactivation of each of the redundant genes from a given pair would result in the induction of the other (Fig. 6A , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site), and according to the second, only one of the pair members is responsive (Figs. 2 and 6 B and C) . We therefore suggest the terminology bidirectional and unidirectional RBCs. This distinction is important because from the current literature review, all but two of the examples seem to fall into the unidirectional category. We further suggest, for unidirectional RBCs, the distinction between the responsive gene and the controller gene.
The above is but one of several asymmetries and regulatory patterns that systematically recur throughout the literature. An additional example is the classification of redundant pair members into a ubiquitously expressed gene partner and a sporadically expressed one (see Table 1 ). One of the most profound and insightful of these recurring regulatory themes is that, although both genes are capable of some functional compensation, disruption of the responder produces a significantly less deleterious phenotype than disruption of the controller (Table 1 ). An insightful example illustrating this theme entails the pair of genes Fks1 and Fks2 redundantly encoding the catalytic subunit of the yeast 1,3-␤-glucan synthease (55) . This enzyme is responsible for the generation of cross-links within the 1-3-␤-glucan matrix comprising the major structural component of the yeast cell wall. Being such, this process requires very tight regulation with cell wall degradation and cell cycle to enable budding and isotropic cell growth. This fact also is suggested from the numerous associations of Fks1 within the genetic interaction network, illustrating its linkage to processes such as cell cycle control, environmental stress responses, and mating (56) . The surprising aspect of this story is that despite this high connectivity of Fks1, Fks2 is only sparsely connected (56) . More so, although deletion of Fks1 induces an up-regulatory response of Fks2 with mild phenotypic effects, deletion of Fks2 induces no regulatory response of Fks1 but also no detectable effect on the phenotype (55) . This result may seem counterintuitive because it is Fks2 that is up-regulated to rescue against deletion of Fks1 and not vice versa, yet Fks2 is the more dispensable gene within this pair. (see Table 1 for more examples). A simple potential interpretation may suggest that although the controller is the key player performing some essential biological role, the responder is merely a less efficient substitute. Yet, accepting the notion that redundancy could not have evolved for the sake of buffering mutations, this interpretation still is severely lacking.
A different, and more biologically reasonable, hypothesis accounting these asymmetries is that one of the functions of the responder is to buffer dosage f luctuations of the controller. This buffering capacity requires a functional overlap that also manifests itself in compensations against the more rare event of gene loss. Other models accounting for this assymetry are discussed further in this work, but our main point of argument is that this complex regulation of functionally redundant, yet evolutionarily conserved genes, strongly indicates utilization of redundancy.
Regulatory Designs. What regulatory design could account for a gene sensing and responding to its redundant partner's intactness? From the most general perspective, there are three possible regulatory schemes that could answer this question. Scheme A (Fig. 1B) entails a direct negative regulation of a gene by its functionally redundant partner. Scheme B (Fig. 1B) uses the substrate abundance as a proxy for its partner's activity. In other words, overaccumulation of substrate, potentially caused by reduced or abolished efficiency of one of the RBC pair members, signals for overproduction of the second member. Scheme C employs end-product inhibition. Assuming that an end-product may inhibit both redundant partners, the lack of function of one of the partners would result in the absence of the product and, hence, relief of repression from the second partner. Conceptually, schemes B and C are symmetric.
One instance of an RBC that relies on a direct regulatory interaction between redundant partners without involving either substrate or end-product regulation constitutes the two vertebrate Distal-less-related regulators, dlx3 and dlx7 (Fig. 2) . These paralogous transcriptional regulators are both expressed in embryonic development and are involved in the development of auditory and olfactory placodes (57) (58) (59) . By injecting anti-dlx3 and anti-dlx7 morpholino oligonucleotides (MO) in zebrafish, it was showed that although the simultaneous inhibition of both genes (dlx3ϩ7-MO) resulted in embryos having severe defects in the auditory and olfactory placodes, dlx7 loss-of-function embryos appeared phenotypically normal, and dlx3 MO embryos exhibited only smaller auditory placodes and inner ear structures than normal (or wild-type) embryos (46) . An increase in dlx7 mRNA was observed in the dlx3 MO embryos (46) .
The regulatory relationships between the dlx3 and dlx7 were tested by measuring the mRNA content of the different MOtreated embryos (46) and are summarized in a network diagram (Fig. 2) featuring both cross and auto regulation. Thus, the lesson is that, for this case, redundancy is embedded within a more complex interaction network that includes a unidirectional responsive circuit in which the controller (dlx3) also represses its own transcription, whereas the responder (dlx7) is a positive autoregulator.
Another interesting example for which the regulatory pathway leading to induction was well characterized constitutes the unidirectional RBC of Fks1 and Fks2 in yeast (discussed above in a different context). Here, the responder (Fks2), in addition to being activated in the fks1⌬ mutant, also is induced by heat shock, cell wall damage, pheromone, and Ca ϩ2 (18) . The intricate design of this circuitry is realized by the fact that there are two different, alternative, signaling pathways that operate synergistically to control Fks2 expression. Whereas response to Fks1 deletion is activated through a calcineuerin͞Ca 2ϩ -dependent pathway, response to heat shock and cell wall damage in induced by both the former and the Roh1-dependent cell integrity pathway (16) . Even more interestingly, it was found that these two pathways induce different and complementary dynamics of the Fks2 response (16) . Specifically, whereas the calcineuerindependent pathway induces a rapid but transient response, the Roh1-dependent pathway induces a delayed response that is sustained for longer time scales.
An end product-activated feedback mechanism is demonstrated by the hexose transporters Hxt1 and Hxt2 in yeast (Fig.  1 A) , where the expression of both genes is repressed by the level of intracellular glucose. Thus, once the flux of glucose from the environment to the yeast's cytoplasm decreases, an additional glucose pump is induced for expression. Table 3 , second column, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site. However, these different regulations are not equivalent and result in differences in both dynamics and steady states of the response. Similar to refs. 60 and 61, we quantified the different RBCs shown in Table 3 for their steady-state characteristics (see Supporting Text for detailed calculations). Our basic hypothesis was that if there are biological functions that exploit redundancies between RBC pair members, such functions, to a first approximation, would be proportional to either the sum (independent functions) or the product (synergistic functions) of the concentrations of the two redundant proteins (see Fig. 7 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Examples of the first include reactions that are catalyzed by two independently functioning isozymes. In such cases, the total rate of product production catalyzed by the pair of isozymes would be equal to the production rate contributed by the first isozyme plus that of the second. Examples of the second, i.e., synergistic exploitation of redundancies, could be understood by reactions that exploit cooperativity between RBC pair members. Examples are biological functions that are carried out more efficiently by heterodimers of the partially redundant proteins (see HN-S and StpA for an illustrative example). Table 3 shows the steady-state solution for differential equations that describe the dynamics of RBCs with three different circuitries. We examined the capacity of different RBCs (''simple repression,'' ''dampened controlled,'' and ''cycled feedback''; see Table 3 for definitions) to sustain constant steady-state concentrations of G 1 ϩ G 2 or G 1 x G 2 with respect to variations in the concentration of G 1 . In other words, we computed the steady-state susceptibility (62) , H ss , of both synergistic and additive functions of RBCs to variations in the controller G 1 (see Fig. 8 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). We then asked whether a RBC may serve to filter the downstream processes from variation and f luctuations arising from nongenetic noise (63), genetic variability of G 1 , or genetic variability effecting G 1 's regulation. Following our expectations, results illustrated in Fig. 3 and shown in Table 3 and Fig. 8 indicate that f luctuations of the controller are counteracted reciprocally by the responder for both independent and synergistic RBC functions. It is evident further that whereas the efficiency of RBC noise reduction for independent functions is parameter dependent, synergistic functions employ an almost absolute buffering capacity regardless of parameter choice. For independent RBC functions, Fig. 3 and Table 3 show that the efficiency of noise reduction largely depends not only on the model parameters but also on the regulatory circuitries defining the different RBCs. Notably, the most efficient RBC for buffering independent functions is the ''dampened inducer'' (defined in Table 3 ), instantiated by dlx3͞dlx7. This increased efficiency results from two fundamental advantages of this RBC: First, the strength of the restoration response, but not the inductive response, can be fine tuned by the level of induction of the responsive gene. Second, it has the additional advantage of the negative autoregulation of the controller.
Discussion
One of the central open questions that still must be addressed is just how common are RBCs in biology and how frequently do they appear in the different genomes. Also, we can ask whether this frequency, be it low or high, can be faithfully estimated from the amount of times RBCs are reported in the literature. In other words, do RBCs represent a ''genomewide'' phenomenon or a collection of rare incidents? It is unfortunate that at this point no conclusive answer can be provided to that question, mainly because of the very limited number of studies that have specifically probed for cross-regulation among redundant protein pairs. Also, studies aimed at a genomewide establishment of ''synthetic lethal'' gene pairs (64) are far from sufficient because these interactions only rarely result from overlaps in function (65) .
Furthermore, we argue that although the question of prevalence of RBCs is important, one cannot judge their biological significance solely based on that criteria. This fact is emphasized, for example, by the pair of genes utrophin and dystrophin associated with structural components of muscle fiber. This pair of genes constitutes an RBC in that utrophin was found to be up-regulated in the absence of its homolog dystrophin (66) . This pair has attracted particular attention because dystrophin mutations were found causative of the Duchenne muscular dystrophy condition in human patients. Yet, in mice, utrophin has shown remarkable ability to compensate for dystrophin knockouts, and it is estimated that partial compensation also occurs in humans (67) . Inspired by the compensatory effect demonstrated by this RBC in mice, its artificial induction in humans by means of gene therapy has been suggested (66 -68) . Although such modalities have not yet been realized, they suggest a fruitful possibility.
